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MagicScore is a software program for sheet music notation and editing, featuring a simple yet intuitive user interface, a powerful feature set and multiple customizations. Features: All Melody Sheets Recorded : There is no need to enter all the music by hand. MagicScore can record the parts as you play them, in real-time. It saves your music in the form of an MID (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) file, which can be opened in any notation software. MID : This file is specially designed to translate notes into sound by connecting the program directly to external MIDI instruments. Instrument Select : Use the built-in Piano/Guitar, Bass or Drum drum notations to record and play your parts. Advanced Metronome : Using its advanced metronome features, MagicScore
can make and record your pieces while at the same time exercising your rhythmic and musical abilities. Rolling Shuffle : Randomize your music using the one-touch shuffle tool. Tab and Chord Display : Showing tab and chord symbols. Chord Variation : Being able to store chord variations Playback & Recording Slow and Fast Tempo : Making your music playable by slowing down the
tempo by 50%, or speeding it up by 50% as well Volume Adjust : Adjusting the volume on a per-voice/channel basis Musical Scale Engine : Fills any given position of a scale or scale fragment with all the notes of the chosen scale. Built-In Filters : Even those with little musical knowledge can play with no more than one finger using the built-in waveform filters. Custom Templates : Create
your own note types and fonts, and modify their behavior Midi Output : One of MagicScore's best features is its ability to connect to external MIDI devices, where all the music data will be converted to Midi-compatible format. New Sheet Note Entry : Create your own note entry tool for the keyboard as well as a new type of notation called "Analog Note Entry". Key Signatures : A feature
that allows you to store a custom key signature in your score. Drum Groove : A feature that will ease the tempo and rhythm problems at dicussio Keyboard Layout : Fit the board and key positions to the window size Simplified Piano Roll Edit : Easy to use note editing based on piano roll Virtual Guitar Harmonics : Import your guitar parts as chords, and save them as MIDI file(s).
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MagicScore is a fully-featured software application that allows users to edit their music collection. Its purpose is to provide all the necessary functions for recording musical scores for several instruments. The user interface is crowded and seems overwhelming at a first glance, but this is only because the application bundles many useful options. In order to get an idea of how this program
functions and to make the most out of every single built-in dedicated parameter, you should consult the help menu. The left pane of the application displays information about voices and compositions, and allows you to change the names, pick the MIDI instruments and channel numbers, as well as mute the selected voices. It is possible to add new compositions, parts, voices and measures,
by configuring the dedicated parameters. It is possible to play the current composition, or adjust the playback properties (tempo and volume) through audio controls. There is also a quick access to the playback buttons that begin and end playing. There are several editing capabilities, as you can copy, paste, delete, and transpose either single notes or the entire block selection. The program
provides powerful actions allowing you to copy notes, symbols, notes, and symbols to the clipboard. You can also transpose an already copied block, as well as duplicate the selection. Besides there is a built-in MIDI recorder, a virtual piano, a virtual guitar harmonics section, and an audio recorder, all of them being the most used features. The program also features a built-in metronome, an
audio player, and an audio player section that allows you to control playback parameters, as well as change music fonts (Classic or Jazz) and hide staves. The program can also display musical notes as tablature. MagicScore has several levels of options which provide powerful tools for adding expression to your compositions. MagicScore Jazz Description: MagicScore is a fully-featured
software application that allows users to edit their music collection. Its purpose is to provide all the necessary functions for recording musical scores for several instruments. The user interface is crowded and seems overwhelming at a first glance, but this is only because the application bundles many useful options. In order to get an idea of how this program functions and to make the most
out of every single built-in dedicated parameter, you should consult the help menu. The left pane of the application displays information about voices and compositions, and allows you to change the names, pick the MIDI instruments and channel numbers, as well as mute the selected 91bb86ccfa
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MagicScore is a fully-featured software application that allows users to edit their music collection. Its purpose is to provide all the necessary functions for recording musical scores for several instruments. The user interface is crowded and seems overwhelming at a first glance, but this is only because the application bundles many useful options. In order to get an idea of how this program
functions and to make the most out of every single built-in dedicated parameter, you should consult the help menu. The left pane of the application displays information about voices and compositions, and allows you to change the names, pick the MIDI instruments and channel numbers, as well as mute the selected voices. It is possible to add new compositions, parts, voices and measures,
by configuring the dedicated parameters. MagicScore provides direct access to a group of buttons for notes, symbols, expression entries, a virtual piano and guitar harmonics, as well as tools for editing the symbols. The notes are positioned automatically in the measurement area, and the same automatic process applies for the empty portions which are filled with notes. There are several
editing capabilities, as you can copy, paste, delete, and transpose either single notes or the entire block selection. It features a built-in metronome and an audio player which allows users to play the current composition, as well as adjust the tempo and volume. The program is also able to write music through MIDI devices, thanks to its built-in recorder. Other features bundled in this
application include the possibility of changing the music fonts (Classic or Jazz), hiding staves which contain no music data, displaying musical notes as tablature, using the drum note map, adjusting different playback parameters (attack and duration of notes), and selecting a predefined key signature or creating your own by using the list of templates. All in all, MagicScore can be considered
a powerful program that bundles many advanced functions for helping you edit your music. MagicScore Classic Requirements: Supported OS: All Windows OS Download MagicScore Classic System requirements: Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 System requirements: Supported OS: Read The Fine Print For Your Download Many of my games are no longer available and due to
the nature of the internet, I can offer no refunds. On the plus side, I have added new content to the site which makes it worth your while to download the program. So, please read the fine print!

What's New in the?
a7.0 MagicScore Producer Intro Description: A powerful music composition application for Windows. MagicScore Pro is a complete software package that contains a wide variety of powerful features you will find nowhere else. MagicScore Pro allows you to write your own music, transpose and retempo your compositions, add dynamics and effects, and produce audio accompaniments for
your scores. It can be used both as a stand-alone program and as a front-end for your music sequencer and composition editor. MagicScore Producer is a powerful software application that allows you to compose music, produce audio accompaniments for your compositions, transpose and retempo your music, add dynamics and effects, and produce accompaniment files. If your sequencer
or music production system does not include MIDI capabilities, your music can still be played, retempoed, recorded, and recorded on a MIDI instrument. Using an easy-to-use interface, any average user can compose songs using a natural language and look up all available chord and staff templates. Over a million chord, staff, and instrument names are supported. MagicScore Pro can
produce all types of accompaniment styles: jazz, orchestral, and mixed orchestral and jazz. Any accompaniment style can be mixed, with the tempo, dynamics, chord and instrument mixture and effects based on the sheet music. These are only some of the features you get in MagicScore Pro 7: Composer's Assistant Dynamic selection of chord, staff, and instrument templates User can
choose between three styles of accompaniment Quote: MagicScore Producer Intro Description: A powerful music composition application for Windows. MagicScore Pro is a complete software package that contains a wide variety of powerful features you will find nowhere else. MagicScore Pro allows you to write your own music, transpose and retempo your compositions, add dynamics
and effects, and produce audio accompaniments for your scores. It can be used both as a stand-alone program and as a front-end for your music sequencer and composition editor. MagicScore Pro is a powerful software application that allows you to compose music, produce audio accompaniments for your compositions, transpose and retempo your music, add dynamics and effects, and
produce accompaniment files. If your sequencer or music production system does not include MIDI capabilities, your music can still be played, retempoed, recorded, and recorded on a MIDI instrument.
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 10-capable graphics card with 1 GB RAM DirectX 10-capable graphics card with 1 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 100 MB available space 100 MB available
space Sound Card: DirectX 9-capable sound card DirectX 9-capable sound card DirectX
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